
Connected Bus by Foot Analytics  
 

Passenger Behaviour Analysis to optimize routes 

The system detects wifi signals coming from passenger and nearby 
phones. Our powerful heuristics algorythms will combine with the 
GPS signals to generate an first output per mobile phone: when and 
where did the passenger hop on the bus and when in which stop did 
the passenger leave the bus.  

Aggregating the single passenger journey data in different forms we 
can calculate powerful KPIs such as the Bus Origins & Destinations 
Matrix where we can see the most used journeys in realtime and in 
totally continuous mode (24x7), forgetting the soon-outdated and not 
always reality-accurate surveys. 

We calculate other KPIs such as most used connections, bus 
occupation in each line and stop, loyal passengers and anything 
related to the passenger journey.  

The essential tool for the mobility plans 

The information is retrievable 
through our APIs or can be 
visualized in our powerful 
dashboard where all KPIs can be 
charted and filtered in different 
ways with the most advanced 
widgets in order to show exactly 
the information you want and how 
you want it.  

A powerful Alert Panel can also show occupancy alerts (maximum 
and minimum) to detect repeated or one-time inefficiencies based on 
occupation. 

Free Wifi for passengers 

The Teltonika RUT955 also offers the possibility to provide free (or 

paid) internet service to passengers through in 4G speed. With the 

dual-sim option it can provide continuous service with different & 

complementary operators. 

__________________________________________________ 
A Plug & Play solution, compatible with any power source in a 

SaaS price model with no investment or fixed costs 
____________________________________________________ 

 

A “plug&play” solution, very easy 

installation that offers a reliable 

and continuous behaviour 

analysis on bus lines 

passengers.  

Forget one-time surveys and 

take decisions on real time data. 

You’ll be able to analyze what’s 

going on right now, how 

passengers use bus lines along 

different seasons and which 

connections they use the most.  

You’ll be also able to offer wifi 

service in the bus, both as a 

communication channel to your 

customers and to offer the 

passenger to use internet. 
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